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QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE
1

My full name is John Edward Brown. I am a director of
Plan.Heritage Limited ("Plan.Heritage"), an independent historic
heritage consultancy established in September 2015. I have over
twenty-five years of experience in the historic heritage sector.

2

My qualifications include a Bachelor of Archaeology (BA) from the
University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne (UK 1996) and a Masters of
Archaeology (and Cultural Heritage) from the University of London
(UK 2004). I have also undertaken continuing training and
experience-based learning in the analysis of traditional building
materials, recording of historic buildings and structures, historic
landscape characterisation, conservation area appraisals, and
practical conservation of historic buildings, including traditional
building materials. While at employed at Auckland Council I also
received, and contributed to, internal training on special and the
Resource Management Act (Auckland Council Training and
Standards teams).

3

I am a member of ICOMOS New Zealand/Te Mana o Nga
Pouwhenua o Te Ao, which is a professional organisation for the
support and advancement of individuals and organisations
engaged in the conservation of places of cultural heritage value in
New Zealand, and an affiliate member of the Institute for Historic
Building Conservation, which is a leading professional institution
for conservation of historic buildings in the UK. I am currently an
Associate of the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists since 2006,
and a member of the New Zealand Archaeological Association
since 2016.

4

I have over 25 years' experience as an archaeologist and over 20
years' experience specialising in built heritage and wider
environmental impact assessments. My work has a particular focus
on preparing special character assessments and heritage impact
assessments for resource consents through the Resource

2

Management Act 1991 ("RMA"), and preparation of archaeological
assessments and reports through the Heritage New Zealand
Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 ("HNZPTA").
5

Before I moved to New Zealand, I worked in a variety of heritage
roles in the UK to develop a broad skills set, including PreConstruct Archaeology Ltd, the Museum of London, Gifford and
English Heritage. Prior to leaving the UK I was the Cultural Heritage
Team Leader at Arup London. This included responsibility for the
design and delivery of archaeological and built heritage mitigation
works on the major Crossrail and Thames Tideway Tunnels
projects.

6

As part of my work as a consultant (Gifford and Arup) I undertook
conservation area appraisals and wrote conservation area
management plans1, as well as ‘rapid area assessments’ for
Council Master Plans and Supplementary Planning Documents to
Local Development Frameworks2. This includes areas in London,
Southampton and Newcastle.

7

I moved to New Zealand in 2011 and was appointed as the Team
Leader for the Built Heritage Implementation Team in the Auckland
Council's Heritage Unit. I led that team for four years, delivering
specialist built heritage and conservation advice throughout
Auckland. A significant part of my role as the team leader for the
Built Heritage Implementation Team, was responsibility for
providing specialist advice to the processing planners for resource
consent applications and plan changes with regards to special
character. During this time in Council I was involved with, or had
oversight of several hundred special character applications, with it
forming at least 80% of the work my team did. It was also a
transitional time at Council, firstly with both the legacy plans and

1

Conservation Areas are the closest UK equivalent to Special Character Areas

2

Equivalent to a Unitary Plan or District Plan

3

PAUP, pre-1944 overlay (now gone), then bedding in of the
Auckland Unitary Plan – Operative in Part (“AUPOP”).
8

This role also included strategic input into the Auckland Unitary
Plan process, including workshops on the Historic Heritage and
Special Character Area policies and developing assessment
methodologies (such as the temporary pre-1944 overlay).
Members of my team assisted in carrying out the area assessment/
special character surveys, where these occurred.

9

When I left Council, I contracted back to the Heritage Unit for
another year on an ‘as required’ basis, providing continuation of
advice for specialist assessment of specific resource consent
applications, within special character areas, historic heritage
overlays and archaeology. I continue to provide specialist reports
to other areas of Council, to assess internal resource consent
applications relating to these matters.

10

I am currently a director of Plan.Heritage Ltd. and established my
company in September 2015. Plan.Heritage has a particular focus
on consulting for issues related to heritage and planning. This
includes the analysis and development of planning policy for
heritage and special character matters and evaluation of historic
heritage

values.

I

regularly

undertake

special

character

assessments and heritage impact assessments for consent
applications through the RMA and archaeological assessments
through the HNZPTA. We also consult on the broader historic
environment matters such as context and setting, and historic
landscape values; and I have appeared as an expert witness for
Council-level hearings, Environment Court and the High Court on
matters relating to historic heritage and special character.
11

Of particular relevance to this proposal, I have previously prepared
special character and historic heritage area assessments and preapplication / due diligence advice for several individual residential
and commercial properties in the neighbourhood (e.g. Burnley
Terrace, Grange Road, Dominion Road), undertaken route-
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selection scoping work for large-scale transport projects which
include wider area studies (e.g. CityRail Link) and recently
appeared as the special character expert witness for the proposed
Panuku Development at Dominion and Valley Roads, within the
Business Character overlay.
12

I have visited the site to undertake field assessments, most
recently in November 2020, and I am the principal author of the
special character assessment prepared for the fast-track consent
application. I have attended project team meetings and provided
reviews of early concepts and advice on special character matters
prior to application. This is my previous involvement with the
project.

CODE OF CONDUCT
13

Although these proceedings are not before the Environment Court,
I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses in the
Environment Court Practice Note and agree to comply with it as if
these proceedings were before the Court. Except where I am
relying on evidence of another person, this evidence is within my
area of expertise. I have not omitted to consider material facts
known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions that I
express.

SCOPE OF EVIDENCE
14

This evidence responds to Special Character issues raised in
comments on the application for the proposed development. In
particular, this statement responds to:
14.1

Special Character matters raised by Government
departments and organisations including Heritage New
Zealand;

14.2

Special Character Effects raised by Auckland Council as
the Territorial Authority;
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14.3

Submission by the Albert Eden Local Board (“Local
Board”);

14.4

Special Character matters raised by Eden We Love
Society Incorporated (“Eden We Love”); and

14.5

Special

Character

matters

raised

by

individual

submitters, similarly themed.
15

With regard to special character, the key matters of concern raised
by submissions were:
15.1

Assertions from Eden We Love and the Local Board that
there was insufficient information to assess special
character effects;

15.2

Suggestions from Eden We Love and others that the
portion of the building to be demolished has a high quality
heritage / character nature and should be retained, and
the notion that the portion to be retained was not
‘character’;

15.3

Commentary from Auckland Council and Eden We Love,
as well as Claire House and individual submitters, that
the proposed development does not respect the adjacent
Special Character Areas Overlay – Residential: Isthmus
A (“SCAO-R Isthmus A”); and,

15.4

Commentary from Auckland Council and Eden We Love,
as well as individual submitters, asserting that the scale
and form of the proposed development not in keeping
with the special character areas overlay

- Business:

Eden Valley (“SCAO-B Eden Valley”), resulting in
adverse effects on special character values.
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16

I address each of these matters in turn. Where each matter is
discussed, I refer to particular submissions, acknowledging that my
response covers points made separately in individual submissions.

Whether information provided is sufficient to assess the application.
17

The Local Board does not support the proposed development and
its comments are included in the Auckland Council submission.
The Local Board’s submission includes comments on special
character under ‘heritage’ (Local Board submission 2.3.2). It states:
‘The AELB prioritises protection of local historic heritage and
local character, which is a significant matter for today’s
residents as well as future generations. The sites are in the
Eden Valley Special Character Overlay area set by the
Auckland Unitary Plan. We believe there is insufficient
information to determine whether the project proposed in the
application will achieve the respectful treatment of the Special
Character area which we would expect.’

18

I disagree with this statement as it relates to special character. The
information which has been supplied includes all of the required
standard information outlined in AUPOP Section C1.2: information
requirements for resource consent, which set out what must be
included for an application to be accepted in the standard resource
content process (as per section 88 of the RMA). This includes the
provision of any special information requirements for each relevant
chapter. In this case, special Information requirements are set out
in Section D18.9 of the AUPOP as follows:
D18.9. Special information requirements
There are no special information requirements in this section

19

In addition to satisfying the information requirements, I have
provided review advice to the project design team on early
concepts, visited the site, reviewed background information and
reports, searched council planning maps and heritage organisation
databases, researched historical aerials, deposited plans, and
prepared a detailed special character assessment which runs to 97
pages including appendices.

7

20

A summary of the areas that Eden We Love consider need
addressing are outlined in Appendix 8 and issue 4 (para 4.1 and
4.2) of that party’s submission. This includes an assertion that the
application is incomplete, because:
‘The application has not included a rehabilitation report nor
costing for rehabilitation and repair on the grounds that part of
the building is to be reused’.3

21

This statement refers to matters of discretion that Auckland Council
will consider when assessing an application (D18.8.1.2. Special
Character Business Areas) as follows:
‘D18.8.1. Matters of discretion
With regard to the project area, the following Special Character
Overlay clauses regarding matters of discretion are noted:
D18.8.1.2. Special Character Business Areas
(1) For all restricted discretionary activities:
(a) the effects of the activity on the streetscape and special
character context as outlined in the special character area
statement;
(b) the integrity of the building in its current state, having regard
to its architectural form and style and the authenticity of its
component parts as well as its contribution to the streetscape
character;
(c) the building's relationship to other adjacent buildings, and if
it contributes to a group in such a way that its demolition,
alteration or addition would result in the loss of a character
value attributable to the group; and
(d) the condition of the building, and the practicality and cost of
any necessary rehabilitation, and the ability to achieve
reasonable amenity for occupants and reasonable compliance
with any requirement of the Building Act 2004.
(2) for an infringement of the any of the standards on the zone
in which the building is located:
a) the effects of the infringement of the standard on the
streetscape and special character context as outlined in the
special character area statement.’

3

Reference - Page 57 Special Character Assessment.
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22

The associated assessment criterion is at (D18.8.2.2. Special
Character Areas Overlay - Business), in particular the final sub-part
of that criterion:
‘vi. whether the costs of restoration and repair are significantly
greater in comparison to the costs of a new building of similar
size and quality’

23

It is beneficial to have information to determine whether this
particular criterion weighs either way on an application, but in the
absence of information, the assumption is that cost analysis would
not further support an application and that it would continue to be
assessed on other factors.

24

That is, any rehabilitation report and cost analysis would be put
forward in support of an assertion that the building could not
reasonably be economically retained or reused compared to
construction of a similar, new development. In this case, there are
other factors that the applicant says warrant the demolition of the
rear part of the building. Reliance is not placed on a cost analysis.

25

In my opinion, it is not correct to say that such analysis is a
requirement for an application to be deemed complete. As noted
above, Chapter D18 has no special information requirements.
Assessment of the cost of rehabilitation forms part of one
assessment criterion where substantial or total demolition of a
character defining or character supporting building is proposed.

26

This has been acknowledged at Council Hearings for demolition of
existing buildings in the SCAO-B Eden Valley and other character
overlays4: In this instance, such a comparison may not be helpful
in any case, as it is not the intention to replace the existing building
with one of similar size. The effects of the change of scale have
been a focus of my assessment, which I discuss further below in

4

For example, 198-222 Dominion Road and 113-117 Valley Road, Mt Eden LUC No.:
LUC60303721 & DIS60303722 (BUN60303720); 38 Ferryhill Road, Epsom LUC No.:
LUC60318701

9

response to submissions.
Whether the building element to be demolished should be retained as
a ‘high quality heritage / character building’
27

Part of the building to be demolished was constructed in 1969, and
is known as the Universal Business Directory Building (UBD
Building). This is shown on Figure 1.

Figure 1. UBD Building, the part constructed in c.1969

28

Eden We Love submit that the UBD building is a ‘high quality
Character / Heritage Building which should be retained, that the
part that is to be reused is not owned by the applicant, and that, it
is the poorer architectural quality building added to the site in 1975
(para 35).

29

Similarly, Y. Tsai submits that the UBD Building is the supporting
character building, not the Dominion Road frontage shops which
were a later addition. The report cited for the basis of this claim is
the 2004 character study of Eden Valley prepared for Auckland City
by Boffa Miskell, Matthews and Matthews, R.A. Skidmore and

10

Salmond Reed Architects. I have referred to this report also, in my
assessment.
30

I note that the assessment criterion relating to demolition
(discussed above) makes no distinction regarding what part of a
building to be demolished has more or less architectural quality, or
on ownership status. It is concerned with the practical cost of
renovation, while also considering other factors such as the
requirement to meet current building codes, vs the cost of a new
building ‘of similar size and quality’ overall.

31

At the time of the 2004 survey, the Dominion Road frontage was
clearly constructed as part of the fully developed site, as
demonstrated in my special character assessment (pgs 85-90,
historical aerial photographs). The evaluation form from that survey
is included in the appendix of my assessment.

32

A fine print caption accompanying the recommended planning map
inserted into the document is the only reference to the ‘character
supporting’ qualities of the building that I have located in the 2004
report. On this recommendation map, the planning overlay includes
the whole site and the chosen image indicates the Dominion Road
frontage (Error! Reference source not found.):

Figure 2. Excerpt from Boffa Miskell, Matthews & Matthews Architects, R.A. Skidmore Urban
Design and Salmond Reed Architects. 2004. ‘Character & Heritage Study Eden Valley /
Dominion Road’, unpaginated, Figure 4.
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33

The indication in the caption above, is that larger footprint
commercial development defines the block, and this now forms
part of the character of the area.

34

The statement in Error! Reference source not found. was written
approximately 17 years ago, assessed against different criteria to
those set out in Schedule 15.1 of the AUPOP.

35

In my view the contribution of the building is limited when compared
with the values statement set out in Schedule 15.1 of the AUPOP,
which is the statutory reference for assessment. I concluded in my
own assessment that the definition of the block (as noted in 2004),
the horizon line and the modulated nature of the commercial
frontage were the factors providing some contribution to the SCAOB Eden Valley. In this respect, the proposal retains these character
elements, and occupies a similar footprint, the primary change of
scale being additional height, which I have addressed in my special
character assessment.

36

The ‘Eden We Love’ submission asserts that the existing building
that the developer proposes to demolish is a ‘high quality character
heritage building’ and features as a landmark element in the
publication by Boffa Miskell, Matthews & Matthews Architects, R.A.
Skidmore Urban Design and Salmond Reed Architects. 2004.
‘Character & Heritage Study Eden Valley / Dominion Road’. (Eden
We Love Para 36).

37

In my opinion this is overstating the conclusions reached in that
report, which did not recommend it be evaluated for inclusion in the
Auckland City District Plan: Isthmus Section, schedule of historic
heritage. Similarly it has not been identified in the more recent
Albert-Eden Heritage Survey undertaken by Auckland Council
(2013) as a building of historic heritage interest to be evaluated for
inclusion in the AUPOP schedule of historic Heritage.

38

The 2004 survey recommendations on character supporting
buildings conclude that change can be accommodated, in these
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locations without affecting the overall character of the ‘centre’
(SCAO-B: Eden Valley):
39

‘The retention and ongoing use of “character supporting” buildings
is also desirable, however potential change will be more readily
accommodated in these locations without detracting from the
overall identified character of the centre. With redevelopment of
sites within the Character Heritage overlay controlled by a
Resource Consent process, there will be opportunity for direction
to respond to identified character, and review of proposals’ (Boffa
Miskell et al 2004. Pg47)

Whether the proposed development generates significant adverse
effects on the SCAO-R: Isthmus A
40

Eden We Love engaged Mr Jeff Brown of Brown & Company
Planning Group to review the Project application. His letter is
attached to the group’s submission in Appendix 9.

41

Eden We Love summarise Mr Jeff Brown’s opinion, stating the
proposal “...is not in keeping with the expected character of the
area”, and “... would adversely affect the amenity of the wider
residential setting” (para 67).

42

There are also additional submissions from H. and B. Perrett,
Claire House Aged Care, and Y. Tsai relating to the Special
Character Overlay, and as the themes raised are similar, I will
address these together:
42.1

The proposal is not in keeping with the neighbourhood’s
special character.

42.2

There is no buffer between the development and single
level dwellings.

43

With regard to para 42.1 above, references for the quotation
summarised by Eden We Love are not provided in their
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submission, but they appear to be selected from the following
paragraphs in Mr Jeff Brown’s letter (page 60 Eden We Love
submission), which I consider gives a more nuanced opinion:
‘I consider that the proposed height at the Grange Road (4-5
storeys) and Prospect Terrace (3-4 storeys) frontages is not in
keeping with the expected character of the area in the context
of the SHZ/ SCAO-R neighbourhood adjacent to and directly
opposite the Site and would significantly adversely affect the
amenity values of that wider residential setting.
With the exception of the Grange Road and Prospect Terrace
frontages, I consider that the proposal’s design is generally
appropriate for the Site and the wider context of Dominion
Road and appears consistent with the objectives and policies
promoting quality building and urban design. The design
pushes much of the additional height into the centre of the Site
and generally away from the street boundaries and the
residential boundary to the east, which I regard as a positive
aspect of the proposal. However, I consider that the design
overall should go further to ensure that the development better
integrates with the neighbourhood.’

44

Mr Brown appears to accept that the design is appropriate for the
SCAO-B: Eden Valley. I note that the proposal is located wholly
within the SCAO-B Eden Valley, and adjacent to, but not within, the
SCAO-R: Isthmus A. This is shown in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3. Auckland Unitary Plan Planning map showing relationship of SCAO-B: Eden Valley
and SCAO-R: Isthmus A. The SCAO-B: Eden Valley is shown by grey square shading
overlaying lilac or pink (business zones), and the SCAO-R: Isthmus A is highlighted red.

45

The Prospect Terrace frontage also partially addresses the
commercial site opposite at 342-346 Dominion Road (Liquorland),
which is within the SCAO-B: Eden Valley. The Grange Road
frontage partially addresses the site at 400 Dominion Road which
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has no overlay and is zoned for Mixed Use Business. Opposite
these locations the development is higher, transitioning to a lower
height and then to a gap of 6m where there is no built height
immediately adjacent to the residential properties covered by the
SCAO-R: Isthmus A to the east. This section is provided in the
evidence of Ms de Lambert.
46

In response to para 42.2 above, the assessment of effects on
neighbouring special character overlays is not a matter of
discretion to be considered in Section D18 of the AUPOP. There is
no requirement in the AUPOP provisions for ‘buffers’ in the SCAOB and SCAO-R overlays. This is managed primarily by the Height
in Relation to Boundary Control, and this matter is addressed in the
evidence of Ms de Lambert.

47

Nethertheless, I have assessed potential effects on the setting of
both the SCAO-B: Eden Valley, and the SCAO-R: Isthmus A in my
report, at pages 46-52. The effect on wider residential amenity is
addressed in the evidence of Ms de Lambert and I defer to that
evidence in relation to the wider residential amenity.

48

In relation to special character effects, I disagree that the proposed
development significantly adversely affects values described in the
special character statement. I remain of the view that the effects
generate a low adverse change to the setting of the adjacent
Character properties and nearby individual historic heritage places
because: ‘the new development replaces an already altered state,
is located in a distinctly separate character area, and does not
encroach within the Residential Isthmus A overlay’ (Brown J
Special Character Assessment pg.

49

Heritage New Zealand, in its submission, provides a similar
opinion, stating that
‘In relation to the interface with the adjacent Isthmus A
Residential Special Character Area, the street edges of the
proposed development appear responsive to the scale and
articulation of the prevailing neighbouring character. While the
building in parts exceeds the maximum permitted height for the
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site, the provision of new apartments in a manner that sets
these into the middle of the block avoids dominance effects in
relation to the wider Special Character Area – Business and
the adjoining Special Character Area – Residential. (HNZ
submission pg 5)’

Whether special character values for the SCAO-B: Eden Valley are
adversely affected by the scale and form of the proposed development
50

Auckland Council’s comments on the proposal, are broken down
into categories, “which the council considers to be most relevant to
this proposal” (pg. 3). It is noted that Special Character is not
identified as a category and that there is no expert comment from
the Council Heritage Unit.

51

The most applicable comments are from the council Urban
Designer and Landscape Architect, though these are generally
related to effects of the scale, and more specifically the height, of
the development, on wider amenity matters. They also discuss the
relationship

with

neighbouring

properties,

materiality

and

pedestrian access to the site. These matters have been addressed
generally in the evidence of Ms de Lambert.
52

Particularly in relation to effects on special character values,
Ainsley Verstraeten, Principal Landscape Architect for the
Auckland Council submission considers that the Height of the
proposed development, in conjunction with its length and lack of
variation across the Dominion Road frontage, results in a bulky,
monotonous building that is not in-keeping with the special
character overlay of the area.

53

I agree with Ms de Lambert insofar as the change of scale is well
controlled, such that any potential effect on special character
values are of a minor nature, as stated in my special character
assessment.

54

With regard to effects arising from the proposed development, the
following Government bodies, including Heritage New Zealand,
support the Project, and in doing so make no assertions to the
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effect that the design will adversely affect the Eden Valley Special
Character Business Area:

55

54.1

Minister for Land Information

54.2

Heritage New Zealand

54.3

Minister for Arts, Culture and Heritage

Heritage New Zealand, in its submission, considers in particular
that:
‘the development will not affect any changes to the on-site
special character values that are currently present, nor
regarding the contribution the site makes to the wider Eden
Valley Special Character Area and note that special character
values will be maintained through the proposed retention of the
existing buildings facing Dominion Road, which is supported’
(HNZ submission pg 5)

56

And further that:
‘The frontages to Prospect Terrace and Grange Road and
adjacent residences are considered the most sensitive where
careful attention will need to be paid regarding articulation,
scale and materiality’ (ibid)’

57

I have reached similar conclusions to the Heritage New Zealand
submission in my special character assessment, with respect to
effects on special character values of both overlays as they are set
out in Schedule 15.1 of the AUPOP. I agree that careful attention
to the materiality and finish of any new development will be
important in ensuring any positive enhancements are achieved. I
have no concerns with regard to the materials and design that have
been proposed to date and I understand that, as with most
development projects of this scale operating under consent,
conditions would be imposed requiring developed design to be
certified by the relevant territorial authority.

58

This is because further detail of structural connections, finishes and
application of materials is typically provided after resource consent,
during detailed design, to be submitted for building consent.
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59

A ‘Section 37’ (Building Act 2004) planning review is carried out at
this stage by councils to ensure that drawings submitted at Building
Consent stage are in accordance with those submitted at Resource
Consent stage. If they do not accord, the building consent process
is halted so that development may not then proceed ‘as of right’
until the situation is resolved, including the granting of a Resource
Consent under the RMA.

60

Several draft conditions are proposed in the evidence of Matt
Norwell (draft conditions 36-38) requiring submission of detailed
design and a materials palette for certification and I consider this
provides the appropriate opportunity to ensure the quality of the
building design and its contribution to the SCAO-B Eden Valley.

CONCLUSION
61

I consider that the matters raised are covered in my special
character assessment, and that there is no new information
presented by the submitters which would alter my conclusions as
set out in my assessment report.

62

The proposed development will not result in any adverse effects on
the special character values of the Special Character Areas
Overlay - Business: Eden Valley or Special Character Areas
Overlay - Residential: Isthmus A that is more than minor for the
following reasons:
62.1

The character supporting building at 360 Dominion Road
is of an architectural style, materiality, scale and massing
that is not consistent with Late Victorian and Edwardian
buildings for which the Business Character Overlay is
recognised;

62.2

The character supporting building is considered to make
little contribution to the Eden Valley Business Character
overlay;
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62.3

The proposed development retains the key frontage of
the character supporting building along Dominion Road,
and manages new development appropriately;

62.4

Potential adverse effects of a temporary nature arising
from demolition and construction activities can be
appropriately mitigated through control of development
and monitoring of construction works;

62.5

The effects of the new building are of a minor adverse
nature only, resulting from additional scale;

62.6

This change of scale is well managed internally to the
site, so that significant adverse effects are avoided;

62.7

Potential adverse effects arising from lack of design and
material quality may be easily addressed through
conditions of consent; and that,

62.8

The proposed development also has some potential to
generate permanent beneficial effects for the character
area, indirectly through increased activity and opportunity
for the community, including new residents, to visit and
appreciate other places in the character area.

John Brown
Plan.Heritage Ltd.
23 June 2021

